Newsletter – Summer (2)
Dear Parents
Staff leaving
As the end of term rapidly approaches it is time for me to let you know about the longstanding members of
staff who will be leaving the school at the end of term. We have already this year seen the departure of
other longstanding members of staff (Mrs Schofield, Mrs Roberts and Mrs Pugh) and sadly we will be losing
some more in a few weeks.
From the teachers: Miss Kingston is leaving as she relocates to Norfolk, and Miss Bezuidenhout is leaving
as she relocates to Abu Dhabi, and Mrs Thomas is leaving as she moves to a new school..
From the teaching assistants: Mrs Tunstall and Mrs Dent are leaving as they both step away from work for
a while at least!
From the midday teams: Miss Taylor is moving on to a new challenge and Mrs Eaglestone is retiring.
From the office: Mrs Sullivan is moving into the business world.
Mrs Eaglestone has worked at the school for 31 years, and has worked for 3 of the 4 Heads who have
been at White Bridge (Infants) since it opened. Mrs Tunstall has worked here for almost 20 years, and the
other staff for varying amounts of years. They will all be missed, and we wish them all the very best for the
future.
New staff
We are currently in the recruitment process for the teachers and a new office administrator. Unfortunately,
due to the current financial situation for all schools, we are unable to replace the teaching assistants, and
will be working next year with the existing team of permanent class support staff currently employed.
Summer Fete Sunday 2nd July 12-3.00pm
A reminder that the Summer Fete is this coming Sunday. I hope that many of you will be attending. If there
is anyone able to offer some help, I know that the WBSA would be very appreciative: as always they are
struggling for helpers on stalls on the day, so please do consider whether you can be a helper.
Non-Uniform Day Bottle Tombola
This is to remind you that this Friday 30th June is in support of the summer fete: Children can come to
school in non-uniform clothes and bring a bottle of some description which will be collected by the WBSA
and used for the bottle tombola stall at the summer fete.
Yours sincerely

J. Witteridge (Mrs)
Headteacher
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